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MO4300 Portable Car
Navigation System

never lose your way again!
The LATEST in technological design, this portable
widescreen GPS navigator and digital media player
is a must have!
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MotorOne MO4300™
Based on a 4.3” screen and including a stunning array of features, the newly
updated MotorOne MO4300™ is putting a new face on GPS navigation.
The sleek, low profile design fits easily into virtually any car interior and, with the
new version 8 iGO software, provides easy to follow directions to just about any
location in Australia. Pre-loaded maps, integrated Bluetooth™ and a full featured
digital media player to make the MO4300™ a truly attractive and powerful
addition to the MotorOne family.

Features:
What makes the difference...
 Extra wide 4.3” touchscreen  Bluetooth handsfree  Latest Australian mapping
 High sensitive GPS receiver  MP3 / MP4 player
 Multi-language voice guide
 Pre-loaded speed and red light camera alerts  Windscreen mount included
 2 year warranty

Satellite Navigation Benefits
Easy to use

Pre-Loaded Maps

Make it easy to set your destination. 1, 2, GO! Featuring
a 4.3” widescreen display, with large icons and a bright
touch screen that includes a revolutionary ‘splitscreen’
mode, allowing you to view your progress as you travel,
whilst also providing more in-depth detail on nearby
points of interest, upcoming intersections and other
important information

Pre-loaded map of Australia featuring the Sensis version
15 mapping based on
Navigation. This
unit also has the capability to provide Suna live traffic
updates*.

Road show

To keep you entertained on your journey, the MO4300™
will allow you to play your digital music, view digital photos
and enjoy widescreen digital movies.

Listen to MP3 and MP4 files over headphones or via the
built-in speaker, share photos with friends and family or
watch movies with the included digital video player. The
incredible display and high quality speakers turn the
MO4300™ into a complete entertainment system for the
road.

Keep Your Eyes On The Road

Make a connection

Built-in Media Player

Let the MO4300™ guide you via voice guidance in 16
languages, including English, French and Spanish.

The MotorOne MO4300™ supports Bluetooth™ wireless
technology. Simply pair your Bluetooth™ equipped
cellphone with your MO4300™ when you get in the car
and you will be able to make or take calls completely
handsfree as you travel.

* Conditions Apply.
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